BREAKING NEWS
We Acquired a Cannabis specific medical clinic services available Canada wide
with Special Discounts for Cannabis Counselors of Canada clients
ONLY
Friends,
We at CCoC, have the greatest of news to share with our members whom we call friends.
For many years we have searched for reliable cannabis for medical purposes clinic with
doctors for our clients. Few options were available and those that are currently charge
exorbitant fees. Unfortunately this is due mainly in part by recalcitrant doctors not
willing to sign medical authorizations. For self-producers or designated producers, those
lucky enough to find a clinic or even a family doctor willing to authorize their use, often
the dosage was so low, it did not accommodate for things like, clone failures, crop
disease, low yield and bug infestations to name a few. Since Health Canada’s plant count
is directly tied to the grams per day a doctor authorizes whether you self-produce or buy
it. If you’re a self or designated producing the formula is this, eg. 1 gram = 5 plants, 80g
per day = 400 plants approximately.
Since 2015 when Lawyer Kirk Tousaw, won at the Supreme Court of Canada the Smith v
HMTQ case, a 9-0 VICTORY, allowing edibles, concentrates, oil, tinctures, shatter and
all derivatives. As many of us know that it as testified to in the Allard case by certified
medical experts, “it takes considerably more flower tops to create oil, and other
derivatives than to just use flowers”. Many in the know use these derivatives like
Phoenix Tears, RSO, tinctures, rosin, and juicing as a preventative and as a great
powerful “symptom” reliever of many conditions.
The much greater use of the above cannabis derivatives after the Smith SCC win, by
Tousaw our friend’s lawyer, plus factoring in crop losses etc, thus created a true need for
increased dosages, of which very few doctors would do. Mainly because they are not
educated enough, it’s still controversial and they tend to not do their own research.
Many doctors lean on the College’s somewhat misleading guidelines that favor certain
very low dosages claimed to be the current average. When in the Allard case the dosage
was 19.28 grams per day averaged across Canada, Health Canada’s often stated
“guideline” of 1-3 grams is inaccurate and misleading.
Although most are not aware of this fact, there has never been as “dosage limit” ever
in all three iterations of the Cannabis for Medical use government programs in Canada,
over the years. WHY ? Remember cannabis for medical use was and still is an

“exemption from criminal prosecution”, based on medical necessity, based on the
original Terry Parker Jr. court decision and the Hitzig court decision that backed this
up. It is not as popularly called a “prescription”. In fact the doctor never writes a
prescription on his or her white pad, but fills out under the current medical regime,
called the ACMPR, what is called an “authorization for use”, with dosage per day based
on your medical needs.
Well can’t I just move my MMAR license, in short, NO. If it was grandfathered between,
the dates of September 2013-April 1 2014, it is ONLY valid at its original location,
nowhere else. See lawyer John Conroy Q.C. explain why it’s illegal to move.
https://johnconroy.com/pdf/ACMPR-Aug-13-2016.pdf
So here is the great news.
We had lunch with an old friend a well known cannabis advocate and activist and
businessman. In fact he was the former co-founder and Executive Director of the MMAR
Coalition against Repeal, Long with our very own Paul Hunt, that hired and funded
veteran cannabis lawyer John C. Conroy, to create and win with costs, the Allard v
Regina case, that won back our constitutional rights, to self-produce or have a
designated producer, and not be forced onto LPs often inferior and over priced products
via the failed MMPR.
His name is Scott McCluskey. Scott is known for many different cannabis legal cases but
Allard and the Class Action Privacy Breach filed originally by him through the law firm
in Vancouver, Branch McMaster, who filed it against Health Canada, a case estimated by
lawyer Kate Saunders of potentially up to 800 million dollars, are his crowning
achievements. And he is well known for helping many patients out, with his cannabis
businesses, and through education and advocacy, of this incredible medicine. Ps. Scott
says, If you received a letter from Health Canada back in 2013 when the privacy breach
occurred, it’s not too late to register your claim, costs you nothing to do and you could
receive a payout of up to $20,000 max.
Register here, http://www.branchmacmaster.com/medical-marihuana/
So Scott, shared with us his ventures into finding, and working with the right, partners,
staff and top notch cannabis doctors, in building a clinic that provides reliable, quality
fast service, Canada wide. For those looking to move out of the MMAR, to the ACMPR,
see Conroy’s take on why you should do this at this link,
https://johnconroy.com/pdf/ACMPR-Aug-13-2016.pdf. Or for those needing a first
time license Scotts Company can accommodate this. Another area they specialize in is
those that are treating certain medical conditions where his clinic doctors know, the
patient require dosages up to 100g per day. And they do dosages over 100g per day if
you have had such a license in the past. The maximum dosage is 78 per day, based on
medical conditions and a first time new license. No medical, no license. They run a clean
clinic, and cater to Real patient needs. Now what is great about all of this is it’s
simplicity. For one Scott says if you provide us with all your proper medical documents,
that all clients fill out, then he says, we process everything including the doctors online

visit via LEGAL telemedicine anywhere in Canada, and documentation for complete
ACMPR filing, plus Express Post to Health Canada, all within a WEEK ! That’s right one
week !!
In addition because we have been friends for such a time, he has offered a special
discount to CCoC friends/clients only. This discount places Scotts company prices at
least 40% below other clinics in Canada, plus they are fast and professional. You
pay nothing up front until the doctor approves you for the dosage that best meets your
current medical needs. So members please find attached,
1. Clinic Fee Schedule
2. FAQ
Simply read the FAQ, and select the dosage range you are looking to achieve. Then
contact us, we send you simple instructions, the clinic agreement, you sign it, we send it
to the clinic. The clinic contacts you within 24 -48 hrs of receiving your signed
agreement, and does everything. The clinic takes payment once the doctor visit is
booked. If for some strange reason the doctor does not authorize you, you pay nothing.
So as mentioned we are so happy to offer this service now to you all !!
When you’re ready to sign up, for your license simply contact us at Cannabis Counselors
of Canada and we will process it immediately. CONTACT : Subject line: MEDICAL
ASSISTANCE
William Barwell
William@cannabiscounselorsofcanada.ca
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